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Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are a part of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that imitates the human 
learning process. Machines are more powerful than the human brain at analysing data and gain 
insights about the business or social    problem. ML algorithms have applications across various 
industries and different functional areas. The primary objective of ML is to assist in decision 
making. Today ML is used for driving innovation and used as competitive strategy by several organ-
izations.

Machine Learning algorithms are classified into the following four categories:
1. Supervised Learning Algorithms   2. Unsupervised Learning Algorithms
3. Reinforced Learning Algorithms   4. Evolutionary Learning Algorithms

In this MDP, we will be discussing various ML algorithms with its applications using real-life case 
studies from various industries. These case studies have been published at Harvard Business 
Publishing’s case portal. The MDP will drive theory and hands-on approach blending business 
context, technology and data science.

Program Objectives
The MDP is designed to provide knowledge of ML algorithms that can be used for fact-based 
decision-making using real case studies & understand how machine learning algorithms are used 
for automation & innovation. 

Primary objectives of the MDP are:

Program Contents
»  Data cleansing, imputation and visualisation
»  Supervised Learning Algorithms with applications in Predictive Analytics
»  Supervised Learning Algorithms with applications in Classification Problems
»  Ensemble Methods
»  Unsupervised Learning Algorithms
»  Implementing a Machine Learning Project

Understand Supervised and Unsupervised algorithms.
Learn to analyse data to gain insights using an appropriate machine learning algorithm under a 
given business context.
Learn various supervised learning algorithms such as regression, logistic regression, decision 
tree learning, random forest, boosting with applications in solving managerial problem.
Learn unsupervised learning algorithms such as k-means clustering and factor analysis and its 
applications in gaining insights from data.
Understand applications of machine learning in functional areas such as marketing, finance, 
operations & supply chain and HR.
Analyse and solve problems from different industries such as e-commerce, insurance, manu-
facturing, service, retail, software, banking and finance, sports, pharmaceutical, aerospace etc 
using ML algorithms.
Hands on experience with software such as Microsoft Excel and R.
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Analytics Society of India (ASI)

Intended Participants
Participants with basic knowledge of Statistics and exposure to any programming language. The 
MDP is suitable for working professionals with little/no understanding of ML Algorithms. It will also 
benefit participants already working in Business Analytics domain to understand real-life applica-
tions of ML techniques. Participants are expected to bring their own Laptop.

Certification
A certification of participation co-signed by CHRIST (Deemed to be University) and Analytics 
Society of India will be issued to participants who attend the complete duration of the MDP.

Analytics Society of India is the first and largest body of analytics professionals and organisations 
in India. It is a national level not-for-profit organization founded in 2013 and is housed at the Indian 
Institute of Management Bengaluru (IIMB). ASI has been founded by eminent personalities from 
Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru (IISc) and IIMB with an objective of promoting and propagat-
ing knowledge in analytics. Various blue-chip corporate organisations, educational institutions and 
individuals from across the country are members of ASI. ASI provides a platform for organisations 
and people to come together to share their knowledge in the field of analytics.
It promotes research and application in this domain. ASI regularly organizes workshops, seminars, 
conferences and technical talks for the benefit of professionals in analytics domain.

Data Centre and Analytics Lab (DCAL)
DCAL is a centre of excellence set up by the Indian Institute of Management, Bengaluru (IIMB) in 
the year 2012. IIMB is one of the first institutions in the country to venture into analytics training 
in 2010. Housed at IIMB campus, DCAL is a dedicated research training and consulting lab to 
support interdisciplinary empirical research using data on Indian and multi-national organisations.
DCAL acts as a platform for academia and industry practitioners to collaborate on research 
projects in the field of analytics to generate deployable solution to organizational problems.

117 Participants of the FDP - May 2018



Institute of Management
Institute of Management CHRIST (Deemed to be University) was established in 1994. The 
Management program at Institute of Management CHRIST (Deemed to be University) (IMC) is a 
professional 2- year PG program with specialization in Marketing, Finance, Human Resource, 
Business Analytics & Lean Operations and systems. IMC also offers dual degree programmes with 
the University of Applied Science, Wurzburg-Schweinfurt, Germany; Virginia Commonwealth 
University, USA; and the Western Michigan University, USA. Over 1,500 students are enrolled in 
the Institute of Management. The Institute also offers MPhil programme in Management.

Our enduring mission is to develop a community of socially responsible, creative and enterprising 
leaders to operate in a knowledge-based, globalized and dynamic world. IMC is known for employ-
ing diverse and innovative pedagogic tools in the delivery of its MBA programmes. The curriculum 
designed by IMC is such that it provides students the best of opportunities and a launching pad for 
careers. Every student goes through a wide spectrum of experiences which include the Organiza-
tion Structure Study, Outbound Training, Book Review Competition, Summer Internships, Live 
Projects, Master Thesis, Corporate Interfaces, Business Fests, Current Affairs & Weekly Presenta-
tions and Dissertation. Our partnership with CII, IBM, KPMG, SAP, Citi Corp and Ernst & Young helps 
our students industry ready by the time they graduate. More than 120 Companies of repute visit 
our campus for placements every year and the contribution of our alumni to the business world is 
a matter of pride. 

CHRIST (Deemed to be University)
CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is born out of the educational vision of St Kuriakose Chavara 
(1805-1871), a visionary who founded the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate (CMI) congregation 
in1831 in South India. CHRIST (Deemed to be University) made a humble beginning on 15 July, 
1969 as an affiliated college, with the Vision of ‘Excellence and Service’ with four programmes, 
379 students, 20 teaching and 8 non-teaching staff. It was a long-cherished dream realized 
through the untiring efforts of Bishop Jonas Thaliath CMI that made the founding of this Institution 
possible. It became a preferred educational institution in the city of Bengaluru within the first three 
decades.
From 1990 onwards, it reached newer milestones with introduction of Postgraduate programmes, 
innovative and modern curricula, insistence on academic discipline, and imparting of Holistic 
Education. It has the rare distinction of being the first institution in Karnataka to be accredited by 
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC)
UGC for quality education in 1998. In 2004, UGC conferred Autonomy on the Institution. In 2005, 
it became the first College in South India to be reaccredited with A+ by NAAC. UGC identified it as 
an Institution with Potential for Excellence in 2006.

In 2008 Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India declared it a Deemed to 
be University, in the name and style of Christ University under Section 3 of the UGC Act, 1956. It 
was accredited by NAAC with the highest Grade ‘A’ in 2016.Today, the University offers 48 under-
graduate, 47 postgraduate, 16 MPhil and 17 PhD programmes in humanities, social sciences, 
science, commerce, management, engineering, education, law,  and architecture to over 21000 
students from all the states of India and about 60 different countries. From 1969 – 2019, CHRIST 
(Deemed to be University) completes 50 glorious years of its existence and sterling contribution 
to the cause of Higher education in India. In the Golden Jubilee year, (July, 2018), India Today 
ranked CHRIST (deemed to be University) as number one private University in India.



Program Mentor
Prof. U Dinesh Kumar
U Dinesh Kumar is a Professor in Decision Sciences and Information 
Systems Area and also the Chairperson of DCAL at Indian Institute of 
Management, Bengaluru (IIMB).    Dr. Dinesh Kumar holds a Ph.D. in Mathe-
matics from IIT Bombay and has over 20 years of teaching and consulting 
experience. He has been recognized as one of the Top 10 most prominent 
analytics academicians in India for his extensive research in big data analyt-
ics. Dr. Dinesh Kumar has spearheaded the analytics education industry in 
India. IIMB was one of the first education institute in the country to offer a 
regular long-term certification program on Business Analytics & Intelligence 
(BAI) in the year 2010. Professor Kumar regularly conducts corporate 
training programme in
Analytics and has trained more than 2000 professionals in the field of 
analytics in the last 10 years. He has published more than thirty case 

Registration Fee and Terms & Conditions
»  MDP fee – INR 8,500 plus GST @ 18%. (ASI members are entitled for a discount of INR 500)
»  Last date for registration and payment is 25th November, 2018
»  Refunds for cancellations received before 25th November, 2018 will be processed after 
     deducting INR 1,500
»  Fee includes program kit, text book on Business Analytics authored by U Dinesh Kumar,
     training material, lunch & refreshments for 2 days
»  Registration form can be downloaded from the website – dcal.iimb.ernet.in
»  The filled registration form should be mailed within 2 working days of making payment
»  ASI reserves the right to alter or modify the content at its sole discretion
»  Limited seats. Registration confirmation on first come basis

Payment Mode
Payments are accepted online through NEFT/IMPS. Cheque/DD can be deposited into bank 
account as per details below. Filled-in registrations form to be mailed to asi@iimb.ac.in

Bank Details
Bank Name State Bank of India
Bank Address IIMB Campus, Bannerghatta Road, Bengaluru - 560076
Account Name Analytics Society of India
Account Number 64131937991
Account Type Current
IFSC SBIN0040803
GSTIN 29AAEAA6169M1Z7



Contact Us

+91 9886100663 (ASI)
+91997799946 (CU)

+91 80 26993822

asi@iimb.ac.in

http://dcal.iimb.ernet.in/


